WHERE YOU CAN SEE
CONNEWARRAN RAMS IN 2015
19th – 20th July
Australian Sheep and Wool Show and
ASBA Bendigo - Export Merino Ram Sale
24th July from 2.00 pm
Connewarran Field Day
26th - 27th July
Ballarat Ram Sale
3rd – 4th August
Hamilton Sheepvention Ram Sale and Site 367

CONNEWARRAN
1290 CONNEWARREN LANE, MORTLAKE, VIC 3272

STUD MASTER: RICHARD WEATHERLY
PHONE: 03 55997276 MOBILE: 0407 329 296

HIGH QUALITY WOOLS OUTSTANDING GENETICS
TESTED AND PROVEN
THE YEAR IN BRIEF
•

Continued strong showings in Sire Evaluation Trials
o Connewarran 0040 ranking 1st in the Merino Production 		
Plus Index and second in greasy and clean fleece weights

•

Expansion of sales offering
o Ballarat now also included in Connwarran’s 2015 sales schedule

•

Selection pressure increasing
o Record stud lambing creating even greater selection pressure
on sale rams in this year’s offering

•

ASBVs now made available for all sale rams for those clients
who desire them

•

Continued commitment to quality wools
o Connewarran lamb’s wool tested at 68 n/ktex and sold to
1245 cents greasy
o Client feedback continues to include sale topping results and
great gains in staple length

We received generally good feedback from buyers last year about the
system we instituted to ensure fair and equitable access to all to quality
rams. Consequently, this year we will maintain it. To reiterate the details,
in terms of selection, buyers of rams purchased by auction at Bendigo,
Ballarat or Hamilton, regardless of the number of rams bought or price
paid, have the opportunity to fill out their team during August. Sales are
then open to all other clients from September 1. For each client we will
offer for selection a random cut of approximately 3 sheep for each sheep
sought for purchase, with a minimum of 15 and a maximum of 60. So the
selection would look something like this:
# Rams sought for purchase
1–5
6 – 10
11 – 20
21 +

# Rams presented
15
18 – 30
33 – 60
60

We feel that this is the fairest way of allowing everyone to get a reasonable
selection from a good, relatively even line of sheep, without having any
one client take too many of the best in the drop.

RAM NUMBERS, PRICES AND SELECTION IN 2015
As per previous years we will enter two rams in the Bendigo sale, a pen
of five at Sheepvention, and start the pricing of our private sale rams at
$600 with a minimum of 70 available. This year, we will also enter a ram
in the Ballarat sale. The purchaser of this ram will be invited to fill out
their team in August, along with Bendigo and Sheepvention purchasers,
before general paddock sales open on September 1. . A summary of the
pricing structure is below.
Ram Type
Bendigo Sale Rams
Ballarat Sale Ram
Sheepvention Sale Rams
Premium Paddock Ram – A
Premium Paddock Ram – B
Paddock Ram

Price
TBA
TBA
TBA
$1,000
$800
$600

# Rams
2
1
5
10
10
70

Greetings from all the team at Connewarran Merino Stud. Despite the
relatively tough season behind us, and reportedly ahead of us, I hope we
can take heart from the positive news afoot regarding the value of wool.
Please allow us to share with you a little news of our own regarding the
geographic manoeuvrings of some of our team, recent sire evaluation
trial performance, provision of ASBVs, and the rams we have available in
2015.
THE MORE THINGS CHANGE, THE MORE THEY STAY THE
SAME…
Or so the saying goes. Some of you may be aware that recently Richard
and Jenny moved from the Connewarran homestead and are now living
life large in Wallington! Whilst this represents quite a large move in
a personal sense, the change is smaller for the Connewarran Merino
Stud. Day-to-day operation of Connewarran’s commercial and stud
businesses remains managed by Kevin Riordan and Hamish Weatherly.
Steve Crawford will continue to lead the main, pre-joining, stud classing
in October. And the two men who founded and built the stud, Richard
Weatherly and Murray Elliot, will continue in their roles as Stud Master
and Classer/Advisor respectively, providing guidance, strategy, and
oversight as in previous years. The daily conversations continue with all
the same protagonists, although now one of the phone calls is charged at
a slightly higher rate!

SIRE EVALUATION TRIALS
The report for the 2013 drop of the Balmoral sire evaluation has been
released with pleasing results. Of 18 sires Connewarran 0040 ranked:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1st in the Merino Production Plus index
2nd in Dual Purpose Plus and Fibre Production Plus indexes
2nd in greasy and clean fleece weights
2nd in adult live weight
Equal 2nd in % culls (the second lowest number of culls,
not highest!)
3rd in % tops

In the 2014 drop we have Connewarran 060297 entered. Early signs are
promising. At this stage he has produced sheep of the equal finest micron
and is equal third on greasy fleece weight.
We believe that we are starting to build a credible evidence base for the
outperformance of Connewarran genetics. In addition to the results
above, previous results include:
•
•
•
•
•

2012 drop, Connewarran  8016, 2nd of 11 entries in the Merino
Production Plus and Fibre Production Plus indexes in Dookie, but
a disappointing result finishing generally mid field in Balmoral
2011 drop, Connewarran 7001, of 18 entries, equal third in the
Merino Production Plus Index
2010 drop, Connewarran 8002, of 17 entries, 1st in greasy and
clean fleece weights and 1st in all four indexes
2009 drop, Connewarran 6042, of 14 entries, 2nd in classed tops,  
3rd in adult live weight, equal 4th in the Dual Purpose index, and
equal 4th in clean fleece weight
2008 drop. 227, of 17 entries, 1st in number of lambs weaned.
3rd in greasy and clean fleece weights.

ASBVs
We intend to be able to provide ASBVs to those clients who would like
them in 2015. This move aims to provide a service that some clients
appreciate in terms of selecting their rams, rather than a change in the
way our stud is managed. We have long been supporters of objective
measurement, using a range data to complement our visual assessment.
However, we do not personally use ASBV’s for two reasons.  First, we
believe that while objective measurement can tell you what a sheep is
producing, only visual assessment can explain how it is producing. We
believe the” how” is critical. Secondly, we believe that the use of indexes
makes it more difficult to breed to a type. This is because whilst the
indexes are a combination of a consistent set of objective measurements,
they do not feature consistent qualitative measurements. For instance, a
sheep that has a high GFW might cut heavily because he’s big, he’s dense,
or he’s long stapled. When making a breeding decision these factors are
important, along with others such as nourishment, alignment, S/P ratios,
whiteness, etc. When you look at an index value for a sheep overall,
rather than at the trait level, things get even more convoluted. So, whilst
we don’t feel that ASBVs are the tool to take us forward personally, we
also believe that everybody should use the system that works for them.
For those who use ASBVs, we are happy to provide them.

